Abstract: A semantic net-based hypermedia approach to handling the semantics and behaviour of hypermedia structures emerging in a cooperative environment is presented. The semantic net-based hypermedia structures are visualised and manipulated in cooperative hypermedia browsers. Such hypermedia can be used to capture domain-specific information structures. Application-specific behaviour can be incorporated and adapted when domain-specific knowledge structures emerge and their expected behaviour becomes clearer. This approach can be realised with an object-oriented technology, which uses a combination of classes, prototypes and scripts as modelling constructs. This approach has been successfully applied to creating shared knowledge structures in several application domains. As the knowledge representation framework underlying the semantic web is also a kind of semantic net, the approach described in this work is also applicable to semantic web-based applications that need not only generic reasoning mechanisms but also application-specific computational support.
Introduction
Traditional hypermedia research focuses on exploring hypermedia's freedom and flexibility to relate, organise and access information. In recent years, hypermedia research has been broadened to cover knowledge representation structures and system architectures for building hypermedia-based information systems. One of the common themes emerging from multiple hypermedia domains, e.g., navigational (Halasz and Schwartz, 1994) , spatial (Marshall and Shipman, 1995) , taxonomic (Parunak, 1991) , and automaton hypermedia domains (Stotts and Furuta, 1988; Wang and Haake, 1999) , or structural computing field in general (Wiil et al., 2003) is how to incorporate application-specific computational support into the hypermedia structures derived from various application domains. Owing to the structural flexibility of hypermedia, hypermedia is often used for capturing emergent information structures. This raises a more challenging research question: how to incorporate application-specific computational support into the emergent hypermedia structures?
This paper describes a visual hypermedia approach to incorporating computational semantics into hypermedia structures. In this approach, visual hypermedia is used to capture emergent information structures and such structures are then used to specify and incorporate domain-and application-specific computational behaviours through an object-oriented technology. The paper is organised as follows: Section 2 presents semantic net-based hypermedia research. It describes the roles semantic net may play in hypermedia systems and presents a design space for semantic net-based hypermedia systems. Section 3 presents a visual hypermedia approach to incorporating computational behaviour into emergent hypermedia structures. Application examples of the approach are presented in Section 4. Section 5 discusses related work. Section 6 concludes the paper with a summary and future work.
Semantic net and hypermedia
A semantic net or semantic network is a knowledge representation scheme consisting of a directed graph in which concepts are represented as nodes, and relations between concepts are represented as edges. The analogy of a semantic net to hypertext is straightforward and has long been recognised (Conklin, 1987; Rada, 1990) . While most hypertexts can be seen to have a semantic net underlying them, the hypertexts explicitly related to semantic nets are the ones with typed or named nodes and links. Related to hypertext, semantic nets can be classified into two types: independent semantic nets and embedded semantic nets. In the 'independent' case, the nodes and links are tagged with concepts represented by terms (Collier, 1987) . Each node of the semantic net points to a document chunk, but the links between nodes can be seen without necessarily seeing the document chunks. In the 'embedded' case, links are embedded in a document chunk. In traversing an embedded semantic net hypertext, users have to visit document chunks. The general use of a semantic net in information management is to provide consistent categories of all concepts represented in the chosen application domain and to provide a set of useful relations between these categories of concepts, so as to provide a super organisational structure upon these concepts (Lindberg and Humphreys, 1990; Sherertz, 1993) . When used as a logical model of hypertext, other potential benefits include:
• helping people explore semantic relations between ideas by allowing them to express their mental model directly in a semantic network
• helping people navigate the hyperspace by providing descriptive link types between nodes
• enabling the system to compose various documents by making use of the knowledge embedded in a semantic net
• enabling the system to generate various views of the documents
• capturing domain models and incorporating computational support on such models
• enabling the system to perform searching and reasoning on the models
• providing task-specific computational support
• supporting interoperation between programs
• supporting cooperation between people.
A semantic link is often represented as a triple of <source node, link type, target node>, which can be considered as a pair of rules: the first describes the conditions an object must satisfy to be a source for the link; the second describes how to find the target(s) from the selected source (Ashman and Verbyla, 1993) . A typed link carries some semantic information, which provides potential for a system to manage data more efficiently on behalf of its user. Many earlier hypertext systems have used semantic nets as their hypertext models. Examples are Thoth-II (Collier, 1987) , TEXTNET (Trigg and Weiser, 1986) , and MUCH (Rada et al., 1992) . However, few semantic net-based hypertext systems have fully exploited the great potential benefits mentioned above. Figure 1 defines a design space for semantic net-based hypertext systems. The two dimensions of the design space represent the degree of structural constraints and semantic constraints that can be checked by a hypertext system. The structural constraints concern the kind of graph composed of specific typed links, such as a tree or a Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG). The semantic constraints concern the meaning of the semantic net, for example, an 'issue'-type node can only be linked from a 'generate'-type link to a 'position'-type node in an issue-based discussion system (Conklin et al., 2001) . The more constraints can be checked by a semantic net-based hypertext system, the larger is the possibility that the system can manage the semantic net on behalf of its users and provide computational support on it. However, too many constraints may also affect the flexibility that users would like to have in certain phases in performing certain tasks.
In the design space, Location 1 corresponds to an unstructured semantic net, which may have arbitrary link types or have no link type at all. With this kind of semantic net, users can connect nodes with any links into any structures. The link types and structures may be recognisable to its creators, but not to the system. A typical example of the systems at this position is World Wide Web (WWW). Location 2 corresponds to a semantic net with strict structural constraints but with little semantic constraints. Outliners that can be found in many word processors are typical examples in this category. Location 3 corresponds to a semantic net with strict semantic constraints. One such example is gIBIS (Conklin et al., 2001) . Location 4 corresponds to a structured semantic net with a high level of both structural and semantic constraints. Typical examples of the systems in this category are Sepia (Streitz et al., 1992) , RICH (Wang and Rada, 1998) and the emergent semantic web (see OWL DL in Horrocks et al., 2003) . The location between 1 and 4 corresponds to a semistructured semantic net, which applies a certain degree of both structural and semantic constraints, as demonstrated by MUCH (Rada et al., 1992) , GUIDE (Brown, 1987) and NoteCards (Halasz, 2001) . This design space is similar to the design space for general information structuring systems described in Haake et al. (1994) . The two dimensions in that design space are x) the degree to which a user explicitly identifies object types to the system and y) the degree to which the system represents object types internally. The difference is that the object types in their definition have both structural and semantic aspects, while in the design space defined in this work, these two aspects are separated dimensions.
One of the most distinctive advantages of an 'independent' semantic net is its intuitive appeal (both as a logical model of hypertext or as a hypertext user interface metaphor). By looking at paths through an 'independent' semantic net, one can come to higher-level abstractions, such as those of plots in a novel (Rada, 1992) . The independent semantic net with its binary links may be less convenient in representing complex objects, but in principle, it has the potential to represent a graph with any degree of complexity. The simple binary-link-based semantic net lends itself to the greater possibility of applying various traversals or filters to it, to extract real or virtual subnets dynamically. To exploit the 'independent' semantic net-based hypertext within the above described design space (especially at positions 1, 4, and between 1 and 4) is the hypertext framework of this work. We are particularly interested in addressing the research question on emerging knowledge structures, i.e., how to capture and gradually transform the constraint-less informal structures to more constrained formal structures and how to incorporate computational support on such structures.
Cooperative visual hypermedia
Visual languages, such as UML and many process definition languages, have been widely used for high-level software or task specification. Some of such languages are operational and thus can be used as visual programming languages. Common to these visual languages are constructs representing concepts and their relationship. Concept and relationship objects may have a set of attributes. If operational, they may also have certain methods. These common features of modelling constructs can be realised using hypermedia: with nodes representing concepts and links representing relationship.
Semantic net-based hypermedia model
In a visual semantic net-based hypermedia model, each concept is represented as a typed node visualised as a labelled icon image. Each relationship between concepts is represented by a typed link visualised as a labelled arrow line between two node views. It also includes composite nodes that may contain other nodes and links as well as other media objects. Such map-like visual hypermedia can be accessed and manipulated in shared hypermedia workspace. In addition to the explicit relationship represented by nodes and links, the visual characteristics of the nested node content structure and its layout can also imply relationship (as seen in spatial hypertext (Marshall and Shipman, 1995) ). We call such a combination of graphical hypermedia and spatial hypertext visual hypermedia. As domain-and application-specific knowledge models reflect the common understanding of people in the application domain, such models should be created by many knowledge workers in the application domain cooperatively. When hypermedia structures are created and accessed in a shared information space by many people, such hypermedia become cooperative hypermedia.
From knowledge representation and intelligent computational support perspectives, as described in the following, this model can represent many types of knowledge and allow reasoning and specific processing on the knowledge structures in many ways:
Types of knowledge that can be captured in the model
• Declarative knowledge a Semantic types of nodes and links (together with their attributes) as facts b Links and linking schemas as rules
• Procedural knowledge a Process definition using specific node types and link types b Procedures attached to hypermedia objects and hypermedia structures. When implemented using object-oriented technology, procedural knowledge can also be captured as methods or as scripts embedded in the hypermedia objects c Mathematic models embedded in the system infrastructure and tools built on the models d Control knowledge in programs using the models.
Hypermedia can also capture informal descriptive knowledge, such as textual descriptions or annotations as part of node content.
The reasoning and processing of the knowledge in the model
• The semantic net presentation makes it possible to apply various graph algorithms, such as traversal, knowledge-based search, DAG testing, connectivity testing upon the hypermedia structure.
• In addition to the knowledge captured as concepts and relationships, the attributes of nodes and links can also be used for searching and application-specific processing.
• Along specific-type links, inference mechanisms can be developed. The semantic net can be represented in, or exported to, RDF or OWL formats. With such formalisms, inference can be applied (e.g., using inference engines developed for the semantic web).
Intuitive appeal and flexibility of visual hypermedia
There are many other benefits we may get by using a hypermedia approach. By the hypermedia nature, this approach provides the ease of navigation and information access. The visualisation of various relationship and information objects helps understanding and facilitates analysis. It also provides us with a model-driven approach to extend a general cooperative hypermedia environment into knowledge management systems, in which node types for new concepts, link types for new relationships, and hypermedia tools of new functionalities can be easily added and extended to the system. This makes the kind of semantic net-based information systems flexible and extensible.
Modelling methodology
Visual hypermedia can be used to model concepts and relationships at different abstraction levels, for instance, at object-type level for describing types and their allowed relationship, or at instance level for describing specific domain models using the predefined types in a schema. Over the past few years, we have developed a methodology for capturing emergent knowledge structures and incorporating computational support into such emergent knowledge structures. This methodology consists of the following progressive steps, which not only support creating knowledge models using existing knowledge structures (schema and templates), but also extend and evolve the knowledge structures in the hypermedia system:
• Flexible visual modelling for emerging structures -This is a form of constraint-less modelling to derive hypermedia object types and schematic templates by using predefined base types or creating new types using the generic node-type and the generic link-type when no suitable types available. In this step, the new types are only reflected by their type labels, no application-specific attributes and behaviours are captured.
• Incorporating behaviours into the newly created types and structures -When a satisfied structure emerges and its expected behaviour become clearer, we can start to incorporate application-specific behaviour into the structure. This can be done by adapting the type derived from the generic node or link types or developing new base types.
• Creating hypermedia model instances -This can be done by creating a model instance from scratch using the predefined types or by copying and then adapting a selected hypermedia template.
• Adapting the hypermedia object types and templates -Changes made in the model instances may result in new hypermedia object types and new templates that can be used in future modelling practice.
Modelling technology
In this section, we focus on the techniques underlying the visual hypermedia in general and the modelling methodology in particular.
Visual hypermedia behaviour
The behaviour of a node or a link can be encapsulated in its type definition and implemented in its object class. The behaviour of a node is reflected in the methods defined in the classes of the node view and node model objects. The operations available on a node view can be an aggregation of the menu operations defined in the node view class and the node model object class. Similarly, the behaviour of a link can be defined in the link view object class and the link model class. When a node contains other nodes and links, the behaviours of the node content is the behaviour of a hypermedia structure. The behaviour of a hypermedia structure is reflected in the classes for the content viewers and the node content models.
Cooperative MVC
Model-View-Controller (MVC) is an architectural pattern to separate data (model) and user interface (view) concerns by introducing an intermediate component: the controller. There are many variants of the MVC patterns. One of them is to compose a UI component consisting of both view and controller. In the variant MVC pattern that we adopted in this work, each UI component publishes the model it can work on. When a user wants to open a UI component upon a model, all possible UI components that can work on the model will be listed for the user to select from. When opened, the UI component is added as a change listener of the model. Therefore, users can access and edit the model through the UI component and they can also observe changes to the model through other UI components working on the model at the same time.
With this MVC component framework, the behaviour extensibility can be implemented by adding new classes of the node content models and new UI component classes for the node content models. Using such a class-based approach, one of the difficult problems is how to add or change behaviours of existing model objects (instances). Our approach to this problem is to use attribute-value pairs to represent properties of an object type. In such an attribute list, the key is the name of an attribute; while the value part is a placeholder for an object. The property changes of existing objects can be handled by implementing a translator that converts an old attribute list to a new attribute list.
For supporting distributed cooperative applications, a distributed object model is adopted, in which a model object at the client side (i.e., on each cooperative user's machine) is a replica of 'the same' object at the server side. The persistency of the replicas is maintained by the system. Whenever an object is transferred from the server side to the client side, a replica is created using its class byte code and the serialised data. Whenever a replica is modified by a client, changes will be propagated to the server and then to all other clients. The class byte code is initially loaded from the server, and could be updated when it is changed at the server side (by using the Java Web Start technology). In this way, behaviours can be added or modified by adding or changing methods of the class, recompiling, and registering the class (byte code file) with the server. This distributed data model makes our MVC framework a cooperative one that allow many people to use various UI components to access and manipulate the distributed shared hypermedia objects.
Object-oriented technology using both class and prototype constructs
In an object-oriented hypermedia system, a semantic type (of nodes or links) can be implemented as a class for instantiating similar objects. It can also be modelled as an object prototype (i.e., a specifically configured or composed object instance) for cloning new instances of the same configuration. The prototype-based approach provides easy support for dynamic run-time tailorability. However, this approach requires having a set of predefined base types (or classes) for creating prototypes in the system. In a purely prototype-based system, it is difficult or impossible to add new base types into the system, especially at run-time. The class-based approach supports the extension of new types and is particularly good for adding and changing behaviour. However, it is traditionally more static and less flexible for tailoring and extension at run-time. With the advance of Java-like programming languages and their dynamic run-time environments, this limitation has been largely removed. For example, in Java, classes can be easily added into a system at run-time (e.g., using loadClass method and Java Web Start technology). For this reason, in our work we have used both class-based and prototype-based approaches. The class-based approach is mainly used to add new base types (with new computational semantics) to the system; while the prototype-based approach is mainly used to derive new prototypes from the base types (with the same behaviour). The prototype-based approach can also be used to incorporate and modify behaviour at the run-time through scripting languages, to be described next.
Combining scripting with object-oriented programming
Scripting languages such as JavaScript are widely used in web applications. They are generally dynamically typed, interpreted, and easier to run and test at run-time. They are simpler and more flexible than full-fledged object-oriented programming languages. When used from within an object-oriented language, such as Java, they can extend and customise the functionalities and the business rules (i.e., the behaviour) of the (hypermedia) application dynamically at run-time.
The newly available Java 6 platform provides a generic scripting framework for various scripting languages (Smart, 2006) . Currently, Java 6 is co-bundled with the Mozilla Rhino-based JavaScript script engine. When JavaScripts are embedded in a Java-based hypermedia application, hypermedia objects can be exposed to JavaScripts as global variables. These scripts can be evaluated using the eval() method of a script engine. The eval() method also accepts a java.io.Reader object, which makes it easy to store scripts in files or other external sources. Java classes and resources can also be accessed from within scripts. The Rhino JavaScript engine supports the importPackage() function, which allows developers to import Java packages. Once imported, Java objects can be instantiated within the script just as in Java.
One implementation technique using the above-mentioned scripting language support is to define a method property in the hypermedia object classes. The value of the method property is a method object with three string-type fields: name, script, and URL (which, if not empty, contains a pointer to one of existing script fragments). To create or update a method, the script field can be set or changed. To reuse an existing method, its URL field can be set by selecting from existing script fragments. The script in the method object can be enacted by activating a predefined method, e.g., run(script), which can be implemented using the eval() method in Java 6. It can also be implemented using other scripting language engine for other programming languages, such as SpiderMonkey (2007) JavaScript engine for C/C++ programming environment.
Examples
In the following, two application examples are provided to show how our methodology is applied to capture emergent knowledge structures and to incorporate computational support into such structures. The first example uses both the class-based and prototype-based methods as well as scripting language fragments. The application-specific computational support is mainly captured in object classes. The second example uses the prototype-based method to created well-specified knowledge that has generic reasoning and knowledge-based searching behaviours. Application-specific computation may also be incorporated into such structures using scripting language fragments.
Process modelling, simulation and execution
In an EU project, our semantic net-based cooperative hypermedia system has been extended and used for cooperative project planning in a distributed setting. The user requirements acquired in the project also demanded support for process simulation and process enactment. Next, we describe how such a hypermedia-based process model is developed.
• Flexible visual modelling for emerging structure First, using the generic node and link types (which allow us to label nodes and links as we like), we create a project model consisting of tasks, roles, and persons, precede relationship between tasks, assignTo relationship between role and task, and filledBy relationship between role and person. These generic types use simple data models that allow users to add and remove attributes and to set and get attribute values. They do not have any domain-or application-specific behaviour.
• Incorporating domain-specific behaviours into the types and structures When the process structure as described above emerges (i.e., when a consensus agreement is reached among the knowledge workers created it together), new node model class for task and new link model class for precede relationship are developed. The structural constraint for the precede relationship is a DAG structure. Its semantic constraint is reflected in a triple of linking rule <Task, procede, Task>. The task node model supports operations to set time, work volume, task state and state transition. More specifically, the task node model implements a state machine mechanism for state transition from inactive to ready, to active, to complete progressively, or to abort from any other state. The precede link model has procedure attachments supporting control follow and data flow semantics. When a task state turns into ready, its required input will flow along its incoming precede links into the task node. The new node types for role and person are derived from the generic node type by adding relevant attributes and loading new icon images. These derived types can then be used as prototypes for creating new instances of role and person-type nodes. Similarly, the filledBy-and assignTo-type links are derived from the generic link-type by setting their corresponding type labels. After these are done, a process schema is created, which contains all the node and link types in the process model and the linking rules between these node types. This schema is then used to set the tool pallet in the cooperative hypermedia browser (see Figure 2 , the process model pallet is on the left-hand side of the hypermedia browser). In this way, a customised process editor is created.
• Creating hypermedia model instances using the predefined types and templates Now, the team members can create or extend their plan using the new processrelated node and link types. They can also create a process model by copying an existing process model instance as a template.
• Adapting the hypermedia object types and templates For process simulation purpose, we identified that more resource allocation-related attributes are needed, and therefore, the task node model is modified to include these new attributes in its attribute list, and a computational simulation tool (i.e., a new UI component) using the attributes is developed as an alternative actor backlog viewer (see Figure 3) on the composite task node model in addition to the default process map view as shown in Figure 2 . In addition, various action nodes can be defined for more fine-grained actions. The behaviour of the action nodes can be modelled using the scripting method described in the previous section. 
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Ontology creation
Ontology plays a key role in the semantic web initiative and the web ontologies have become an increasingly important research topic (Bechhofer et al., 2001) . Based on description logic, web ontology language (OWL) has provided formal knowledge structures on which reasoning and knowledge-based searching can be applied (Horrocks et al., 2003) . However, when the knowledge structure gets more formal and complex, the knowledge acquisition becomes a bottleneck problem to the ontology-based semantic web effort. This case study tries to explore a cooperative, visual and gradual knowledge structure transformation approach to addressing the bottleneck problem. This approach allows users to capture a domain model using simple semantic net-based hypermedia structures (i.e., using typed nodes for concepts and typed links for relationship between the concepts), and then to convert such informal structure into more formal ontology structures, with the help of more experienced knowledge workers. More specifically, this has been approached in the following steps:
Step 1 Flexible visual modelling for emerging structure -Using the generic node and link types, we first created a domain model consisting of the concepts and relationships found in a specific modelling domain (see Figure 4) . In Figure 4 , nodes in dark grey are concepts; while nodes in light grey are instances of concepts. Between a concept and its more specific subconcepts, subClassOf link label is used; while between a concept and its instance, the instanceOf link label is used. Many other semantic relations between the concepts can also be created by labelling the links. For instance, there is a 'written by' relationship between the story and the person concepts.
Step 2 Incorporating behaviours and semantics into the types and structures -The computational behaviours of web ontology, such as reasoning and knowledge-based searching, can be incorporated by turning the informal or less formal knowledge structures into the well-defined OWL-based structures. This can be done by creating a hypermedia schema based on the W3C OWL recommendation, and then transforming the informal or less formal ontology structure into a structure conforming to the schema. In this case, the concept and relation types created in the first step are modified into their counterparts as defined in the OWL Lite recommendation (Horrocks et al., 2003) . These types can be created (with a prototype-based approach) through modifying the node and link types derived from the generic node type and generic link types (see the buttons with 'i' and arrow image on them on the right-hand side tool bar). We also use different icon images and labels to represent the newly derived types (by using the load image menu operation on the node icon or the labelled link). The example hypermedia structure can be used to derive a hypermedia schema. In this schema, the structural constraint of the subClassOf relationship is a DAG; while the semantic constraint of the link type is that it can only be used between Class-type nodes (i.e., OWL-named classes) or between a Restriction and a named class. The DAG constraint is implemented using a graph algorithm and the semantic linking domain-range constraint is implemented by adding new linking rules to the hypermedia browser/editor (i.e., to the node content view/editor class) that works on the semantic net-based ontology structure (i.e., the node content). Similarly, two other derived object prototypes are created from the generic links for the datatype property and the object property of concepts. The linking rules for them specify that both the domain and range of the object property link are named concept nodes; while the datatype property link can only connect a named concept to its attribute value (of a specific primitive data type, such as String and Integer). Ontologies are often high-level abstractions and application-independent. However, lower-level application-specific knowledge structures can also be captured using the OWL-based hypermedia schema. In such cases, application-specific attributes of the concepts and relationships can also be added into the attribute list of the under node and link objects; and computational methods can be added using the previously described method for incorporating scripting language fragments into the hypermedia objects. Using this newly created OWL Lite hypermedia schema (presented as an example that includes all the relevant node and link types), a cooperative visual hypermedia-based OWL Lite editor can be derived. In Figure 5 , the tool pallet at the bottom of the window consists of the newly created node and link types for ontology creation (from left to right, they are buttons used for creating node types of named classes, individuals, restrictions, data types, and for creating typed links representing subclassOf, instanceOf, object property and datatype property relationship that are defined in OWL Lite).
Step 3 Creating hypermedia model instances using the predefined types and templates -For users who understand OWL Lite, the graphical OWL (Lite) editor can then be used to create and modify ontology directly. Users who do not understand the details of OWL can use generic node and link types to create domain-specific concepts and relationships between the concepts (as shown in Step 1). An initial version of a primitive utility is developed to convert this informal ontology representation into the formal OWL Lite representation as captured in the above-mentioned hypermedia schema. This conversion process is semiautomatic with a series of dialogue prompts to gather additional information needed for the OWL Lite representation. As this conversion process involves user interaction and requires good knowledge on ontologies, it may have to be carried out by more experienced knowledge workers. The cooperation between experienced knowledge workers and less experienced ones may improve the productivity and quality of the ontologies they created together.
Step 4 Adapting the hypermedia object types and templates -To facilitate shared understanding between knowledge workers on the ontology they are creating together, the composite node content model (that holds the ontology structure) is modified to allow other media objects, such as text and scribble, to be added as annotations at the side of the concepts and relationships. In addition, Jena (Carroll et al., 2004 ) is integrated to the system (i.e., to the composite node model) to perform queries upon the knowledge model and to import/export the ontology from/into standard formal OWL Lite formats. The ontology template (including specific-type hypermedia objects, such as the 'authored by', 'Story' and 'Person') can be used to derive more specific ontology editors for a specific domain. The types on the palette can be modified, added or removed when the template and/or the schema changes.
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Comparison to related work
Previous work on semantic net or typed link based hypermedia has appeared repeatedly in the hypertext literature over the years (Trigg and Weiser, 1986; Collier, 1987; Rada et al., 1992; Conklin et al., 2001) . In most systems, semantic-type labels are used as informal knowledge representation mechanism to help human users understand the relationship between the concepts or documents. RICH (Wang and Rada, 1998) and Callimachus (Tzagarakis et al., 2006) have explored hypermedia behaviour relating to structural patterns and structural manipulations. They defined a set of hypermedia manipulation operations that can maintain the consistency of their underlying hypermedia models.
Trellis (Stotts and Furuta, 1988) has incorporated automated browsing semantics into hypermedia structures. Our previous work on the tailorability of cooperative hypermedia systems (Wang and Haake, 2000) and on open hypermedia-based process support (Wang and Haake, 1999) has tried to incorporate computational support upon hypermedia object types. The work presented in this paper extended our previous work on computational support by generalising the issue and exploring comprehensive solutions.
Currently, the semantic web research has focused on more formal knowledge representations, such as RDF, RDF Schema and OWL. The work on computational support in this area focuses on generic reasoning mechanisms (Horrocks et al., 2003) ; while our work tries to complement this with application-specific computational support on the knowledge structures. RDF can be seen as typed links forming a semantic network. RDF Schema and OWL are also types of semantic network in more strict formalisms. The more formal the knowledge structure is, the easier it is to develop computational support for them. However, the more formal the knowledge structure, the more difficult its acquisition. This work views the creation of shared knowledge structures as a gradual process of capturing emergent knowledge structures in a cooperative context, and takes a knowledge transformation approach to addressing the knowledge acquisition problems associated with more formal knowledge structures.
Conclusion
The dynamic and emergent nature of the emerging knowledge structures makes the incorporation of application-specific computational support into such structures difficult. This work has provided a comprehensive and promising approach to addressing the problem. The main contribution of this work includes:
• A design space for semantic net-based hypermedia systems, especially, the identification of the key areas in this design space for addressing the knowledge transformation-related issues
• A cooperative visual hypermedia-based methodology to capture emergent knowledge structures (from informal to more formal ones) and to incorporating computational semantics
• An object-oriented modelling technology underlying the methodology. Concrete methods have been provided to make use of object class, object prototype and scripting fragments for modelling dynamic behaviour of hypermedia objects and hypermedia structures.
Two application examples are provided to show how these methods and techniques can be used in practice.
As the knowledge representation framework underlying the semantic web is also a kind of semantic net, the approach described in this paper may also be applicable to semantic web-based applications. Our initial work on a cooperative hypermedia-based structural transformation approach to OWL Lite ontology creation provides a promising approach to addressing the knowledge acquisition bottleneck problem facing the semantic web efforts. The ontology creation project is still ongoing. The editors and conversion tools need improving. User study is needed to justify the knowledge transformation approach to see if it has made the ontology creation easier for ordinary users; and to see if the cooperation between ordinary users and experts can improve the productivity and quality of the knowledge structures they created together. We also plan to apply the approach to develop application-specific computational support on RDF and OWL-based knowledge structures so as to make them part of interactive information systems that help people get their application-or task-specific job done.
